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[ Q�eens, K�ngsGals Pr�fessional C�uhs
Vie Ior Miss E. s. Umte for Semmar

.hn
By Richard Spaniardi
W. Wingate, p.onoring hls forty
BY I ra St O11er
years of teaching and scholarship
a united effort the Evening Session Accouting So
'In
in retailing, wa.s tendered by
A queen from Queens and a Brooklyn beauty are this
the appreciative ret ailers, former, week 's winners in The Reporter's 14th annual Miss Evening ciety and the E.S. Society for the Advancement of Manage
students and his friends and assoment will present a Seminar entitled "Electronic Data Pro
·
ciates on October 17, at Fifth Ave- Session Contest·
five foot, five inch Sara Bigel-•
,.,c,., .,·y;,, • cessing" on Monday, October
nue Hotel.
son, a brown-haired, brown-eyed
· · 28 from 8 :30 to 11 :00 P.M. in
Brooklynite, joined the Miss EveATTENTION
Room 4S at the Baruch School.
ning Session Con test "to make my
.
BBA AND AAS STUDENTS
boyfriend proud of me." He was
An open invitation is extended
BBA students who have reached probably proud of her anyway, and
to faculty and students to at
the Sophomore class, and AAS considering her 34-23-35 figure,
tend what promises to be an
students who have completed 30 The Reporter i s also proud to have
informative
and interesting
credits, and who have not as yet her as a semi-finalist .
evening.
done so, are required to secure
Sara's moth er was planning to
The evening's program will fea
Faculty approval of a specializa send her to Brooklyn College, but
t ure four s peakers who will present
tion group. BBA students who are was talked into allowing Sara to
specializing in Public Accountancy at tend the Baruch School instead.
va,ried views of the "EDP" sys
and AAS st udents specializing i n Sara's favorite subject has always
tems . The first speaker is Profes
General Ac counting do not need been English. She' took only honor
sor Herber t Arkin, Head of Busi
this !!J>proval but must follow the courses in high school and was edi
ness Statistics Division of the Ba
ruch School, who will lead off the
prescribed sequence as fisted in tor of her school magazine while
Seminar with a discussion of the
their respective cun-icular Hand in eighth grade.
general aspects of electronic data·
books.
That she is a fine seamstress was
pr ocessing. Profes sor Arkin is gen
W)J.en 1:epo1ting to a Specializa confirmed by Midwood High School
erally· c onsidered as an expert in
tion Advisor, it i s imperative that when they gave her their sewing
the computer courses offered by
t he student bring his latest phot o a,ward upon her graduation in.June,
the school.
stat of re cord with him.
1,962. Chances are that whenever
The second speaker, Mr. Martin
The advisory hours of the Fac  you see Sara she'll be wearing
clo
t
hes·
s
he
made
her
s
elf.
;1"h7to
by
George
E.
Figuero�
Cohen,
guest advisor of the Aculty advisors or departmental rep
.
cou nting Society will speak on
Barb;i�.a Ka�ham
Tennis and i ce skating are am'ong
Sara Bigelson ,
resen tatives are listed on the Eve
n
ct
t
s
o
W
n_ing Session Bulletin Board.
�i:/�� :;� �q��: �n !c���l�;�� dent with , l on g. blond hair, has a ning Session student and not a �!�fn: iy:�e!:� ��\}��!�
.
tennis 1)layer ,who manages--to<-bea,t. rather_ uµusual 0hob9y: s1:e en_joys .professional model,-a�tress pr per- · clarify ·th'e overlap of the Manage
ON dAMPUS 'l'E-fTERVIEWING her boyfriend regularly. Sh e also an alyzmg people and s1tuat10ns. former you're eligible. Why not ment and Accounting fields and
how EDP fits into tpeir combined
The -Placement Office wishes to excel s in one of America's favorite However, she does not consider her- come up right now?
Girls who · have ·already entered efforts.
announce the addition of two new indoor wa�r sports _ singing in self a n amateur psychologist or
somebody the contest _are reminded that they
just
firms which will be participating the shower. Mostly old favorites p�ychoanalyst;_
The third lecturer, Mr. Frank
in the On-Campus lnter:viewing and show tunes, but "never rock wi!h an amusmg hobby. She also remain eligible until the last group O'Connor, financial representative
enJoys horseback riding, dancing, of weekly winnei-s is announced.
and roll!"
Program for the Fall of 1963.
of Data Processing System and
and
s
.
s
bowl
he
t
Am
120'
o
ng
-in
t
he
fabulous
prize
s
whi
c
h
After graduation ,from high
Applied Data Research Corp., school, eightee n -year-old S a r a
Bryant Hig,h School's 1961 gift will be given to Miss Evening Ses- sales representative for National
Cash Register Company, is a grad
Pdnceton, New Jersey -· inter
worked for a year as a receptionist to �vening Session lik�s all school sio n are:
viewing for posi tions ih the elec at
• Fif teen record albums from uate and former instructor from
New York Life Insurance Com- sub Jects. So much so tliat . she would
Notre Dame and has served as ·a
tric data processing area.
!ike
t
o
teach
up
on
gradua
t
ion.
She
MGM
Records.
pany. She left them this summer ·
• Edwin P. Hoyt's "The Tempt" s teelmill foreman. He will be·· as
Maideri'form, Inc., Bayonne, New to enter the Baruch School where is presently a · secretary at Vick
ing Years," the latest public a- sisted by Mr. Phlllip Pigano, also
Jersey - I nterviewing for all she is presently a non-matrieulated Chemical _Comp'.'my, and �i nce she
tioh of C. Scribner's & Sons. of National Cash Register Com
business positions . . . accounting, student. She wo'uld like to event- has experience rn secretanal work,
to teach business
• A fashionable daytime dress, pany. Mr. Pigano specializes as a
.
sales, management, m3;rketing, etc . ually matriculate and work toward 9he _ would like
subJ ects.
c
omplime nts of Sunnyvale, liaison between Data Processing
a degree in English. She might like
and Accoun ting firms.
Barbara,, a 1-sophomore, is' a
Inc.
to teach English, in Ju nior High
PLACEMENT OFFICE
The four th speaker, Mr. Yung
member
of the Newman Club, ale
Three
of Grosset & Dunlap's
School.
Wong, staff consultant of the
PERIODICALS
best selling books.
Barbai-a Kashah a five-foot-six- though she sheepishly admits, "not
UNIVAC Data Processing Center,
very
a
ive
t
t
ac
w."
righ
o
n
•
Rec
o
rds
fr
o
m
Warner
s
.
member
The Plac eme nt Office has a lim and-a-half-inch tali Woodside resi- ·
(Continued on Page 3)
· • A case of tapioc a from Manco
Barbara is twenty years of age.
ited number of copies of "Career
. In case you girls are wondering
International Corporation.
For The College Man, 1964" and
how to go about _getting y9ur pie• A Transistor Radio, courtesy
"College Pla cement Annual," 1946
of Gramercy Photo Supply,
ture in the paper, the first step
edition now available.
17 Lexington Ave.
i s easy. J.ust drop in to The ReporCopies of these may· be obtained
e A special Miss Evening Sester office, Room 420., Student Cenin the PlaceI):lent Office, Room 303
sion ice-c ream sundae created
ter, any eveni ng between 5:30 and
(main buflding) between the hours
and co ntributed by Aladin.
"This we should do - the 10:30. You'll be given a contest
of 5:00 and 8:30 p.m. and in the
An "urgent" but "cordial"
entry blank to fill out and will be
The finals t>f this year's co ntest
lobby during specified hours.
details must be worked out," asked to pose for a few pictures. will be held at the Fourteen th aninvitation to bring the Baruch
was the theme of a press con- As long as you're a female Eve(Continued on Page 3)
School to the Uptown Campus
ference held on Wednesday,
STUDENT LEADER
was firmly but politely deOctober 16 by City College
TRAINING COURSE
The regulai- Lamport Leaders President Buell G: Gallagher
Training Course will begin on· during which' he expanded and
Tuesday, October 22n�. It is open clarified several points brought
College Pres:dent Buell G. Gal_
By Richard S"paniardi'
t o all stude nts a tt ending the Ba- out by his recent address
lagher met with Dean Saxe and key
to
.
..
.
C
c
The· student aids_ serve a vital role m the proper func- 'Baruch facblty and execu tives, Dr.
_
the
faculty
in
as
reported
the
_
:;� t� -�z�}�r: %ip����n;\�:,�;
tionmg of our ,edueational process. They perform the tasks Gailag-her offered the bu siness col
be obtained in· Room 104 Student OctGber 16 issue of this news
which aid the various departments and offices such as the leg: the _benefit of additional land
Cente1·. The sessions will la st about paper.
wluch will soon become available
two hours · in Room 403 of the StuDr. Gallagher hopes that the library and Audio-Visual Department.
at the Uptown campu s. Proponents
dent Center, and will commenc e at faculty will in dicate i ts suppo1t of The Reporter was informed ( seei,J•�---------- of the move felt that it would ex
4:00 P.M. each Tuesday af ternoon. his stand on the necessi ty of in Let ters) of an alleged nalfunction- the members of his staff and, in pand fa cilities by making available
i
Traip.ing sessions usually last from creased enrollment quotas. As soon ing of the payroll system. Upon in- his opinion, this is "a ve1;y un to Baruch students the various
as sufficien t support has been re quiry some facts came to light. The fo1tunate situation." He stated con venien ces and services available
8 to 10 weeks.
The training will be geared to ceived through regular depart spokesman for the student aids al- that to his knowledge this has hap Uptown, while at the same time
understanding self-motivation, the mental channels, Dr. Gallagher will leged that late payment is a fre- pened several times in the pa st. decreasing duplicated costs, such as
diagnostics of group interaction, seek an additional $2,000,000 from que nt occurrence and, although He encourages "concerted student the operation of two libraries, two
everybody in the supervisory posi- efforts i n this matter," knowing maintenance crews, etc.
and the consequences of participa the city to finance thls program.
While the increased use of lec tions knows about i t, nothing ever the importance of prompt payment
I n declining the offer, Dean Saxe
tive a ction. Many new ways of ap
ture
halls is bl)t a small part of seems to get done.
said: "The Baruch School is the
t o the working st udent.
proaching the solution of problems
Mr. Bradley Purvis, supervisor of only business school in the Univer
Mr. Phillip Oxley, who has just
in groups, the development and the entire program, there has been
Audio-Visual
Depar tment, sity and it should be centrally lo
procedures of groups and gaining much discussion of its feasibility sta1ted this term as head of the the
for individual depa1tments. "It i s Audio-Visual Department , com- speaking on behalf of both the cated." He felt tha t the graduate
member participation will be in
my
in
tention to force my sug rnent ed tha t he has made several Audio-Visual Department staff and division "would almost completely
not
troduced. The training is said to
be pa,rticularly helpful foi- those gestion on the faculty," said the telephone calls to the Uptown Cen- t he library staff, stated that t he evaporate as many students would
President. "This phase of the pro- ter trying to expedite their _pay. st\ldents are not informed of not travel fort y-five minutes to
who aspire to student leadership
(Continued on Page 6)
He is in complete sympathy with
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 4)
and business executive positions.
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Action Needed
On Enrollment
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Baruch Move
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Baruch on · the Move

REPO RT E R

LETTER

To th e E ditor of
The Reporter:
We woul d lik e to bring to your
att ention th e littl e known probl em
of a minority group of employees
of this school. W e r efer to a por
tion o'f th e stu dent body known as
student aids.
When we have a probl em, w e
have no one to turn to, no r e
cours e ; th erefor e, w e ar e sinc erely
asking you for h elp. It is tru e th at
we ar e part-tim e employees, but
nev erth eless, employ ees. W e ar e
employ ed by CCNY in the c ap acity
of offic e help, Audio-Visual t ech
nicians and library assist ants. W e
m ake a maximum of $1.10 p er hour
aft er two cons ecutiv e t erms or two
hundred hours (which ev er com es
first). Th e exc eptions ar e students
wtilt sp eci al skills, who make $1.25
per hou r.
W e get paid onc e a month and
we try to budg et th e little money
w e do get to last us ov er this
period . This is very difficult to do
with th e daily exp ens es incurred
by th e av erage student. This is im
possible to do when w e are not
p aid on time.
As- of this date, our p ay is ov er
a w eek lat e. This is by no m eans
a novelty.
\
W e ,a re exp ect ed to p erform our
work an d duties in th e sam e m ann er and degre e of effici ency as full
time employees of the Board of
d a
I
e
g
t 1a
e
!� ���1! �� �;,��k rat� :; :s � !
day's work, w e ar e p en alized in
the s ame manner as full-time employees. W e f eel that w e ar e
b eing �reat�d as s econd-class workers. It js tru e th at w e do not h av e
famili es to support, but, as any
working' student knows, th eir pay
is important to them. In short, we
work har d for our mon ey and w e
would like to get pai d on tim e .
Sinc el'ely,
Gary Jaffee and
Norman Breslow
O ctober 17, 1963.

Two stories this week significantly affect the Eveni:qg
Session student: one refers to President Gallairher's
offer,
and Dean Saxe's refusal, to move the Baruch School to the
Uptown Campus. (This may now be considered a dead issue,
· h shouId be Of VI'tal inthanlr Imaven·1) The second 1'tem wluc
teresf to you are the few lines in Dr.Gallagher's news conference story about the President and the Dean appearing
before the City Planning Commission on November 1 to plead
(we hope) for s9me otheT new site for the Baruch School.
We couldn't ask' for two more eloquent and knowledgeable spokesmen. What amazes us is that these gentlemen
should have to sacrifice their valuable time to make such an
appearance. That the Baruch School has long since outgrown
its present plan is a matter of common knowledge; one need
only read the reports which have been issued or visit the I
I
15th and 21st Street Centers. (We extend an open invitation
to the City Planning Commission to take an elevator ride ·-============'
as the clincher'to the argument.)
Placement office is located in
The other day, we had occasion to examine a Graduate Room 303 of the 23rd Street CenDivision builetin. The membership list of the Graduate Advi- ter.
sory Board - all City College alumni - consists of the
brightest names in finance, industry, education, and science. PRE IT MANAGER ASSISTD
It seems unbelievable that the City Planning Commission, ANT _
Male only, position with
the Board of Estimate, et al., should have to be convinced a book publisher in Mi dtown M anthat the support and sustenance of our College is an invest- h att an. Cr edit or Account ancy m aor S enior years only.
ment in the future growth of our City and Nation. Such sup- jorsi in Junior
i 1
port is not only advisable; it is necessary. Lack of it will re- �e��i:�bl:� �t!rtf;:!a1�·/$���$i�
sult in a genuine a:n.d tangible loss.
p er w eek. R ef er to Code No. 29-2.
·, What can you do about it? Break your heart - invest
a nickel stamp and ten minutes' time to_ write the City ACCOUNTING C
. LERK _ Mal e
Planning Commission. Don't just stand there - do some- only, position with a larg e firm in
th e Boro Hall s ection of Brooklyn.
thing! ! !
Must h ave compl et ed at l east 15
cr edits in Account ancy. St arting
y $95 per w eek. R ef er to Code
salal'
•O
Sf'
No. 20-31.
Next week, the Accounting Society and the Society for 1 ------------the Advancement of Management (SAM) are sponsoring a ,COST CLERK- Mal e only, posi-.
joint seminar. We predict it will be a sell-out.
tion in th e pro duction dep artm ent
It is a source of wonder to ·us that one of the country's of a printing firm in Long Island
City.
Duties includ e inventory conleading business colleges (ours) should be so devoid of proand coSt r ecords. Applicants
especially when their efficacy has been trol
fessional irroups,
should h ave compl eted cours e in
so ably demonstrated by SAM and the Accounting Society. Cost 'Accounting. St arting sal ary
The social and hobby groups are pleasant and enjoyable, $80-$85 p er w eek. R efer to Co de
but we can understand a certain a;pathy towards them among No. 18-2.
busy Evening Session students with jobs, families and hardhearted instructors. We cannot understand; however, the SECRETARY _ F emale only,
non-existence of professional societies - Real Estate, Adver- position with a hospit al on Fifth
es
tising, Psychology, Insurance, International Trade, etc., etc. Avenue near 100th Street. Duti
t
er
de
- in the Evening Session.Such clubs are vital to the student :�l� E ����!r:i��;. ���;!n� ���
for their irreplaceable educational value and for the oppor- will l ast about six weeks. Salary
tunities they provide in making valuable business contacts $2.75 per hour. R efer to Coc!e No.
240-14.
for the future.
This is not solely a student responsibility: we feel that
each department should make a concerted effort to organize
and foster a professional club in its own special field. The Be a ma�t!f-R;� 1i. Ba�f �£ seU-deexcuse that they are not experts in forming clubs will not ;����-, �t�rJu!����s·n::���� ;;�nb;
hold - the Department of Student Life are past masters at campus boxing club-c among your
a
��'.:t';;his��.rRhn�·s�- ���t1�fi b ;;,�
it and wiil doubtless be delighted to help. Professional so- chure
e
o
s
fulfill
They
�;l\;
:
]�·
have.
T
i
to
��Y!;�1�
"nice"
something
cieties are not merely
363 Clinton st., Hempstead, L.I., .Y.
a genuine need.

Help Wanted

•
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!
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I IIVVirth Noting
By Marvin Gross Wirth
RANDOM RAMBLINGS

Ill

The current TV Guide reports that a teenage television
star has recorded a song entitled: "God Bless Ame1-ica, Home
of the Boy I Love." This may prove to be the harbinger of
a new trend in popular music. It is not difficult to imagine
juke boxes and transistor radios bellowing forth quasi
patriotic rock 'n' roll love songs. Before long, we may be
hearing such hits as "His Star Spangled Eyes Were a Banner
of His Love"; "Yankee Doodle's Dandy and His Love is Al
ways Handy"; "I Quit the Democrats Because I Couldn't
Battle Him of the Republicans"; "Remember Pearl Harbor
or She' ll Forget About You"; "Hail to the Chief of the
Reservation in My Heart." Inevitably, one of the songs will
doubtless be banned from the air waves because of its sug
gestiveness.This will probably be entitled: "Off We Go, Into
the Wild" .. . The next time you' feel that your job is more
a sigh of relief and offer up a prayer of thanks that you are

than any human being should be expected to handle, heave

not the mayor of New York. Consider, if you will, the se1'fo.us
problems with which our own dear Bob has had to cope

during the month of October alone, which is barely half over.
First, there w,as the Purple Sfripe Controversy. The Columbus

Day parade sponsors wanted the stripe cloiwn Fifth Avenue to
be purple. Traffic Commissioner Barnes denied their request
on the grounds that it was costly, frivolous, and unnecessary;
only St. Patrick would continue to be honored with a green
band. The Spanish Vice-Consul declared that a pm·ple stripe
was an inaccuracy; inasmuch as Ole Chris sailed under the
Spanish colors, the stripe should have been red and yellow.
The Mayor, demonstrating that firmness which mru:ks lead
ership, acceded to the 1mrple-stripers, but asserted that this
would be the last such frivolity to be perpetrated on the
Avenue. Hereafter, the stripe down the middle of the thor
oug·hfare will be permanently yellow. In vi·ew of the ·symbol,
ism generally attached to The Stripe, this particu1a,r choice

may p,rove to be an tmfortunate one ... No sooner did Mr.
Wagner solve the Stripe Controversy than he was face:d. with
the critical Pigeon Problem. I sincerely hope His Honor
follows the Health Commissioner's lead and will actively participate in arranging for the prompt and efficient annihilation of as many of these feathered fiends as possiblf. T..fJi�Y
befoul public and private buildings, disgrace monuments and
statuary, mar automobiles, besmirch sidewalks, and present.
a genuine and disgusting menace to pedestrians in far too
many sections of the city. These factors are hardly recommendations for their support arid sustenance.Add to this the
revelation that pigeons are known carriers of at least eleven
communicable diseases, one of which has definitely been.
proven fatal to humans, and it seems ludicrous to rationalize
their existence by arguing that they provide companionship,
comfort and diversion to the lonely old ladies who feed them.
Go get 'em, Bob! ... Currently, the Lion of City Hall is faced

with two more problems which have just made the news.
Publicly, he finds his minions at odds with the sponsors of
next year's World's Fair over the admission charge for school
chilch·en. The Fair operators feel that the 'pro-posed twenty
five cents is too low and would cause them to lose money.
If that is true, then the city - perhaps thJ:oug·h the Board of
Education - should subsidize the cost of tickets for school
children below the high ·school level. The obvious educational
value of the World's Fair is much too important to be deni
grated or neglected by petty, fishwife-like haggling· ... On

the domestic scene, one can imagine the probable dismay
which Mr. Wagner experienced one evening when he returned
home to Gracie Mansion only to discover that Mrs. Wagner
has fallen victim to that disease which has now reached
national epidemic proportions: The Jacqueline Kennedy Syn
drome. Mrs.Wagner has announced her intention to refurbish
and expand our town's Executive Mansion. Like Mrs.Ken
nedy, she expects the quarter-of-a-million dollar project to
be financed by public subscription. Like Mrs. Kennedy, she
intends to have the furnishings supplied by the Metropolitan
Museum of Art and the Museum of the City of New York.
(Both institutions are now supplying some of the furnishings
for the Mayor's official residence.) The new addition to
Gracie Mansion will be called the State Wing and will be
used as the place where visiting dignitaries will be given
official receptions. Perhaps our city's First Family is adopting
a variation of Mohammed's ancient philosophy: If the Wag
ners will not be brought to Washington, they will bring
Washington to the Wagners ... Following the adventures
of Viet Nam's Ma,dame Nhu brings to mind a rather old but nonetheless current - joke: when the Almighty created
woman, He made a truly beautiful thing. Then He gave it a
mouth aind ruined the whole job ... My views about boxing
Nevertheless, I grew up in an era when the great Joe Louis
was as much a folk-hero as Davy Crockett. Regardless of

as a "sport" are no secret to the readers of this column.
(Continued on Page 6)

one's feelings about the field in which he chose to excel, one

SAM-Acct.

HoldSeminar

(Continued from Page 1)
will present modern applications of
the computer.
The field of data processing is
an area, of knowledge well worth
ever?' Baruch s tude_n t's. a t�ntion. It
has impor tant application m almost
every phase of modern business.
Innovations have occurred due to
the -advent of the high-sp;ed computer, which make the methods of
analysis and decision making differen t than in the pas t.
Previously, business decisions
we1·e made wi th a small percen t of
information and a large percen t of
what was called "business sense."
Today with the high costs of busi
ness operations, chances of failure
mus t be kept to a minimum. The
vas t number of variables involved
with a business decision are
handled with ease by the new ma
chines. This, of course, does not ne
gate the ability, judgment and
foresight of the business leader.
Success is a matter of application
of all resources toward a goal.
The accounting field has seen
many recent changes because of
computers. Tedious, time killing,
hand labor has been replaced by
rapid calcula tors. Days have been
replaced . by seconds and the ag
gressive accoun tant, who recog
nizes these changes, plans his fu
ture accordingly.

Page Three
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5 New Professors
J 0Ill
. B aruCh S taff

HUB Reception
Greets Students

By George Figueroa
Five new professors, including a former mayor of Boulder,
One hundred Evening Session students were guests of
Colorado, have been added to the faculty of City College's
z
Bernard M. Baruch School of Business and Public Administra the newly organi ed H.U.B. at a reception held in the Oak
o-then O
o-raduate work' it was announced by and Marble lounges of the Student C�nter, Friday night,
tion to stren O
• • •
October 18.
Dean Jerome B. Cohen, of the Graduate D1v1s10n.
Dr. Leo Barnes, author of Your'°'•·------------- ----- -- ---,- � The purpose of the event was to
infonn the Evening Session stuInvestments, Y'Our Buying Guide
den ts' about H.U.B. (which is the
to Mutual Funds and Investment
new name for the Evening SesCompanies and Handbook for Busision
social groups, now indepenness Forecasting, among others, is
dent from House Plan), and to
serving as Visiting Professor of
familiarize students with the
Economics and Finance. Dr. Ba.rnes
groups, giving them an oppor tuwas previously associated with
nity to join.
Prentice-Hall as chief economist.
H.U.B. Presiden t Henry FriedHe also lectured at the New School.
man welcomed the en thusiastic
Dr. Ronald Gatty, former Chairstudents and began the evening's
man of the New Jersey Federalac tivi ties by introducing the presiState Mai·keting Research Commitdents of the various H.U.B. groups
tees will teach graduate courses
which are now in operation. The
in Business Administration and
present groups are: Lamport,
help develop the School's research
Dean-Saxe, Post, Harper and Coreffort. Dr. Gatty has taught at
win. The presiden ts spoke of the
Villanova University and at Rutactivi
ties of their groups and of
gers University and has served as
some of the coming events.
a consultant to several business
firms.
A highlight in the proceedings
Dr. T. Edward Hollander of the
was the disclosing of the meaning
Professional Development Division
of the le tter "H" in H.U.B.; it
staff of the American Institute of
stands for "HEART," and comPhoto by George Figueroa
Cer tified Public Accountants is
pletes the full meaning of H.U.B.:
teaching graduate courses in Ac- Students sign up to join HUB at itsReception,on Friday night Oct. 18. "HEART OF UNDERGRADUATE
counting. He was previously asBARUCHIANS." H.U.B. is comsociated with New York Univerposed of small social groups forrnsity, Duquesne University and the
ing to promote fellowship relative
University of Pittsburgh.
to academic endeavor and social
A Professional Organization
Professor Leo Riethmayer, a
interests.
The Baruch School Evening Ses Visiting Professor of Political SciH.U.B.'s executive board conBy John Hom
sion Accounting Society is a pro ence, will teach courses on the
sists of:
fessional organization created espe gradua te level. Professor RiethPresident: Henry P. Friedman;
Perhaps nothing in the world would give one such a
cially for the ,accounting student. mayer is Director of the Graduate
Administrative V. P.: Theodore
The only membership requirement Program of Public Administration sense of fulfillment and satisfaction as the idea of working Eckmann; Recording Secretary:
is interest in the field of ac at the University of Colorado and for one's Alma Mater, especially when the work involves Myrna 'Zuckerwise; Treasurer : Phil
countancy. The Accounting Society's has served as director of its Bu- rendering assistance to students and graduates. magine, Darcy; I.C.B. Rep.: Phil Goldin.
program features speakers, occa reau of Governmental Research
The position of Social Vice Presidelight and pleasure Miss Susan Spitz derives
sional films and workshops dealing since 1960. In 1956 he was elected therefore, the
den t and Corresponding Secre tary
i
with current accounting topics. The mayor of Boulder.
are open and available to any intion supported by a special fund terested students who wish to take
society allows students to associate
Dr. Lawrence Zeitlin, who has
set up by the school.
with members of their profession served as a research psychologist
an active part in this extra-cur· Immediately upon graduation ricular activity.
and gain practical familiari ty with wi th United States Army Medical
in 1962, Miss Spitz went to work
their field.
Research Laboratory, with emThe evening was climaxed by a
for one year before deciding to dance, with "The Trepcoes" proMarketing, sales, management phasis on missile programs, ha·s
return to the Baruch School.
and economics all have, to a large joined the graduate faculty of psyviding the music.
extent, made use of the computer chology. Dr. Zeitlin. was Program
Her enthusiasm for her job dates
in solving their problems. Once Director of Dunlap and Associa tes
back to the days when she was I.--------------,
data has been accumulated, because and headed the Human Factors
an undergraduate. As a student
of the existence of some manage Department at the Radio Corporashe took an active part in school
ment problems, it must be pro tion of America Airborne Systems
social activities. For one year she
grammed to fi t the machine. The Laboratory.
was on the staff of the Ticker,
playing a decisive role in I '------------.-l
computer understands a cer tain
while
The Graduate Division of the
language and the system analyst Baruch School offers courses in
both Theatron and Playrads. She
FALL IN CONNEC'.NCUT
and programmer must convert data sixteen different fields ranging
helped build sets and with make- Not yet is winter here, but
to this unders tandable language. from Accounting to Industrial Psyup for plays.
the trees, mindful of last
There are many new job oppor tuni chology.
Susan Spitz
Besides working as Graduate As- verdant spring, groan
ties made available because of this
sistant in the Placement Office, in a symphony of echoes
process. Moreover, new words have
from her work as Graduate As Miss Spitz is taking graduate work as the breeze comes
come into usage, such as sampling, ·
sistant in the Placement -Office. As in the Baruch School. She is a from the sea.
linear programming, PERT-CPM
full time candidate for a Masters
.
Graduate Assistant she helps stu Degree, majoring in either Per The farewell party is almost
(Contmued from Page 1)
package, resource and bar charting.
over:
Inventory Control Media research, nual Reporter-Inter�Club Board dents and gradua tes in locating sonnel or Industrial Psychology lonely groups of leaves
Price and Discount Policy, etc., Student Council Dance on Friday, out-of-town jobs. This is a func- Research.
die in a kaleidoscope
are all familiar to the student. The December 13 in the fabulous Grand
of colors against the trilogy of
complexity of our industrial society Ballroom of the 'Hotel Americana.
sand,
give these terms new scope. A bet- Watch for more information on
water and sky.
ter understanding of where today's how you can get free tickets to
business student stands may be ob- this gala affair.
Not yet is winter here, but
A new competition for the Re
you, marred by a barren
gents College Teaching Fellow
breast,
ships has been announced. Dur
seek immortality in
ing the 1964-65 academic year, 350
1
1
By
George
Figueroa
awards will be available to New
��� �� ���- that
York S tate students to participate
Pianist Dave Brubeck, in- wonderful healer . .. and my hands
in the Fellowship Program. Con
aren't as large as life
sisting of 250 fellowships for be ternationally known jaz z perc
ginning graduate study, and 100 sonality, will bring his quartet ��e �:: of white hair
fellowships for advanced graduate
to the stage of the auditorium on your head,
study, these awards have been
darling.
established for the purpose of as at the Baruch School on Sat- Not yet is night here, but
sisting capable students either to urday evening, November 9, laughing gulls
initiate or to continue graduate
on the moist surf
study in preparation for college at 8 :15 o'clock.
are already
teaching career. The provisions,
The Inter-Fraternity Council digging for stars.
terms and conditions of the fellow [Day Session] is responsible for
Giuseppe Costantino
ships as well as any adclitional
information may be obtained by the presen tation of this event to ____________
Day
and
Evening
Session
studen
t
s
1
------------�
·writing to the Regents Exrunina
tion and Scholarship Center in the and their guests..
State Education Depar tment. Ques
Tickets are available at the Stu
tions concerning the nature of the dent Center Lobby on Mondays and
program may be addressed to Ro Thursdays from 11:00 a.m. to 2 :00
bert W. Frederick, Jr., Supervisor p.m. and from 5 :00 p.m. to 6 :30
in Higher Education, c/o The Uni p.m. The admission prices range
SAM-Acct. Seminar Committee comprised of left, Fred Altsahuler versity of the State of New York. from $1.50 to $3.00. Orders for
All · applications must be sub tickets may also be placed in Room
of Acct. Soc. and, right, Marvin Schilder of SAM.
mitted by December 1, 1963.
302 Student Center. Payment must
Government
and
Education,
has
as
accompany 01·der.
tained by joining the Baruch
SORRY, OUR ERROR
Proceeds of the concer t will be
School's E. S. Society for the Ad its aim the development of human
The
correc
t
room
number
for
utilized
in defraying the costs and
vancement of Management. This resources. SAM was created to
society, which is the recognized provide business with a better prod the Division of Counseling and any profits will be applied to extra
Testing
is
Room
907
and
not
as
cmTicular ac tivities of both Day
Nation.al Professio11 al Organization uc t to train, mold and refine to
printed in our October 2 issue.
and Evening Sessions.
of Managers in Industry, .Commerce, meet its needs.

Former Stud,ent Now Employe-e
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Fellowships Brubeck
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Retailing Society SurveY) Nite. Flashes
Yields Timely Soles Tips
By James Greene

Here is a tip to shopkeepers for the fast-approaching
holiday season!' The best way to increase sales would be to
encourage a clientele aged from 24 to 34. A recent survey
shows that out of the 56% of the shoppers making purchases,
the married male, age 24-34 was the most willing buyer with
75% of this gToup making purchases.

A further analysis of purchasing<••,-------- --
groups shows that there is very were transposed into percentages
little difference between male and for easy interpretation. All hours
female and between the single and of the day and all days of the week
married shoppers. However, the were represented in the survey.
24-34 and the 35-50 age groups in
Although
Christmas-time
is
cluded a much greater percentage
of buyers than the 16-20 and the known as gift time, toys and gifts
comprised only 16% of the pur
over-50 gi·oups. Of the 44% of the
chases. The leaders were clothing
shoppers not making purchases,
42% of that group blamed it on in (35%) and accessories (22%).This
would
show that even at Christmas
adequate selection. Another 32%
claimed they were only looking and time, clothing promotion should not
be
overshadowed
by gifts.
therefore did not purchase. It was
felt that because these two groups
Recent Findings
were already in the store, a greater
Among the other findings were:
effort should be made to learn their
1.35% of the shoppers work in
needs and wants in order to cut
the
34th Street area and were able
down the number of walkouts and
to walk there from work.
thereby increase sales.
2. The leading ocupational
Survey Formulated
groups were office workers (20%)
This Christmas, merchants in the and homemakers (20%), with pro34th Street area of Ma11J1attan will fessionals (16%) close behind.
have available for tl1eir use the
3.During the Christmas season,
results of a survey made llilSt year consumers utilize the 34th Street
by members of theRetailing Divi- area because they enjoy shopping
sion of the Baruch School of Busi- downtown (25%), and because they
ness.This study of consumer be- believe that 34th Street has the best
havior in the 34th Street shopping assortment of merchandise (24%).
-area was held during the month of
4. Three out of every four shop
December, 1962, and included: pers had a family income of over
l
Macy s, Gimbel's, Saks-34th, Ohr- $100 per week.
bach's, and Franklin Simon. The
5. 76% of the shoppers wei·e em
main areas probed were: (1) shop� ployed as against 24% being home
ping habits and motives; (2) pur- makers, students or unemployed.
chases and walkouts; (3) statisti- [The Ney., York University survey
cal data describing the shopper. found 57% employed and 43%
The survey was made just after the ·homemakers, students or unem
start of the newspaper strike, but ployed.]
before downtown shopping was
In a recent interview, Mr.Ludin
seriously affected.Under the direc- of the Retailing Department said
tion · of Dr.John Wingate, profes- that· it was felt that a closer rela
sor in charge; Melvin Unger, proj- tionship was brought_ about ?e
ect director; Seymour Fuchsberg tween Day and Eve.rung Session
and Seymour Helfant, faculty ad- students and between Student
visers, some fifty graduate and Faculty. The new 4% sales tax
undergraduate students encompass- hasn't had any adverse effects
ing bothRetailing and Marketjng upon sales; in fact sales in New
majors, were stn.iioncd at sixteen York City department stores are
designated exits of the five stores expected to be ½ % to 1% over the
selected. After being thoroughly national average for this year.
(The results of the survey were
briefed, each interviewer was given 25 questionnaires, and was in- first published in "New York Re
structed to approach the shopper tailer," a publication of the Retail
as li.e was leaving tbe store. 906 ing Division of the' Baruch' School
were and is included here with their
questionnaires
completed
hand tabulated, and the results permission.)

Professor Studie-s1
Teen Age Drivers
,Tens of thousands of teen-agers, seated behind the steer
ing wheels of automobiles throughout America, regard the
cars they are driving as an extension of their own selves selves for which, in most cases, they have found profound
disrespect and very little understanding, according to the
findings of Dr. John Bauer of City College's Baruch School
Psychology Department.

The automobiles are translatedGl•-----------
into weapons which reflect their erally drive as they live and young
attitudes toward themselves and sters who are geared to a life
the world they live in and a care- which precludes responsibility, pro
ful survey of teen-age auto acci- vides little reality and de-empl:fa
dent statistics reveals the fre- sizes positive values, drive accord
quency with which · this weapon ingly.
becomes lethal.
Dr. Bauer maintains that risks
Today's teen-agers grow up in on the road can be considerably
a world which offers "too much reduced through a driver education
too soon to too many," according to program geared to teenagers.Such
Dr. Bauer who has spent several a program would provide oppor
years studying the problem of tunity to screen out potentially un
adolescents and their automobiles safe drivers whose personality
under the auspices of Drivers' traits will be revealed in psychol
Safety Service of New York.This ogical tests, and to effectively train
is coupled wtih a "sense of urgency potentially safe drivers. It will
about life," which is a product of separate good and bad therapeutic
the thermonuclear age. The auto- risks and emphasize the effective
mobile provides an outlet for this rehabilitation of good therapeutic
"urgency," an escape from daily risks.
Dr.Bauer urges legislation of a
problems and, in a society which
stresses material abundance, does nation-wide nature prohibiting the
Psy- road to unsafe drivers who cannot
not demand too much respect.
chologists find that people gen- be rehabilitated.

By Kathy Cassidy
President Gallagher gave a
speech in which he stated the Day
Session will be extended into the
Evening Session. With this in mind,
do you feel that the hitherto divid
ing line between Day and Evening
Session has been virtually elimi
nated?
No, I don't
think it would
break down the
differential be
e a u s e people
who go to College primarily
in the day will
think themselves
as being Day Session, even though
some classes may be after 7:00 P.M.
TedEckma1m 3Fr.
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By STEPHEN KAPLAN

The following is a list of features which are going to be
presented in this and sub>sequent issues of Bull & Bear:
1. B & B's Definitions on the Street
2. B & B's Believe It or Note It
3. B & B's Historical Dates
Dear Steve,
What words or phrases are important to know in the
investment field?
Edmund Cohen, C.C.N.Y., 1962 Grad.
Member of Phi Beta Kappa
Dear Ed,
Each one of my articles will have at least 10 words or
phrases heard by people in the investment field.
B & B's Definitions on the Street
1. Accrued Interest: Interest accumulated on a bond since
No, because
they are two
the last interest payment was ma.de. The buyer of the
different types
bond pays the market price plus accrued interest. Excep
of people.The.fr
tions include bonds which are in default and income
needs, attitudes1
bonds.
and values are
not the same.
2. Arbitrage: A technique employed to take advantage of
differences in price. If, for example, QQQ stock can be
bought in New York for $20.00 a share and sold in Lon
No, Day Ses
don for $20.50, an arbitrageur may simultaneously pur
s i o n students
will tend
chase QQQ stock here and sell the same amount in Lon
to
maintain · their
d0n, making a profit of 50¢ a share, less expenses. Arbi
allegiance with
trage may also involve the purchase of rights to sub
the Day Session
scribe to a security, or the purchase of a convertible se
facilities a n cl
curity - and the sale at or about the same time of the
classmates.
ick Polito QNM
secu;rity obtainable through exercise of the rights or of
the security obtainable through conversion.
It would be
3. Assets: Everything a corporation owns or due to it: Cash;
good exposure
for the Day Ses
investments, money due it, materials and inventories,
sion. They would
which are called current assets; building and machinery,
have a chance
which are known as fixed assets; and patents and good
to meet with
will, ca!led intangible assets.
m o r e serious
Eve
minded
4. Balance Sheet: A condensed statement showing the na
ning S e s si.o n
ture and an1,�unt of a company's 1assets, Iiab�lities and
s,tudents..,
capital on a given date. In dollar amounts the balance
Judith Halliday NM
sheet shows what the company owned, and the owner
No, students
ship interest in the company of its stockholders.
are accustomed
to
attending 5. Bid and Asked: Often referred to as a quotation or
quote. The bid i13 the highest price anyone has declacred
classes at spe
cific hours and
that he wants to pay for a security at a given time; the
will tend to con
asked is the lowest price anyone will take at the same
tinue this. The
time.
overlap ,vill be
utilized only in 6. Blue Sky Laws: A popular name for laws various states
the event of 'closed classes.
have enacted to protect the public against 'securities
Lucien Chabral QNM
frauds. The term is believed to have originated when a
Besides class
same
judge ruled that a particular stock had about,the
·
'
es being over
value as a patch of blue sky.
crowded, I be
7. Book'Value: An accounting term. Book value of a stock
lieve it would be
is determined from a company's records, by adding all
difficult for the
assets (generally excluding such intangibles as good
instructors t o
teach two en
will), then deducting all debts and other liabilities, plus
tirely different
the -liquidation price of any preferred issues. The sum
types of people
arrived at is divided by the number of shares outstand
with different backgrounds.
ing and the result is book value per common share. Book
Bai·bara Kashah Soph.
value of the assets of a company or a security may have
little or no significant relationship to market value.
8. Sinking Fund: Money regularly set aside by a company
(Continued fromPage 1)
to redeem its bonds or preferred stock from time to
reach the Uptown site after a day;s
time as specified in the indenture or charter.
'\VOrk.''
9. Regulation T: The Federal regulation , governing the
Had the move been made, similar
amount of credit which may be advanced by a bank to
effects could have been expected
its customers for the purchase of securities.
on the Evening Session generally.
The present location is convenient 10. Regulation U: The Federal regulation governing the
to all subways, a number of bus
amount of credit which may be advanced by a bank to
lines, and is a relatively short taxi
its customers for the purchase of securities.
ride from most mercantile parts of
Manhattan.Even so, many E.S.stu B & B's Believe It or Not
dents can be observed puffing into 1. For the first time in history, the market value of all
5:50 and 6 o'clock classes with
stocks - common and preferred, listed on the New York
scant seconds to spare.
Stock Exchange crossed the $400 Billion mark. It exceeds
Similarly, relocation Uptown
the national debt by roughly $100 Billion.
could cdst the Baruch School much
The
most active year in Exchange history was not 1962,
of its adjunct faculty for the same 2.
reasons.
but still 1929 with 1,124,800,410 shares. The runner up?
Dr. Gallagher said: "I gave a
1961 with 1,021,264,589 shares. Here is a list of the ten
cordial invitation to the Dean and
most active days in Exchange history:
faculty leadership of the Baruch
5/29/29
6. 9,572,020
7/21/23
1. 16,410,030
School to come to the Uptown .Cam
5/29/62
7. 9,349,110
5/28/62
2. 14,746,200
pus. They indicated that they pre
ferred to remain ... in the mid
3. 12,894,650 10/24/29
8. 9,212,800
10/28/29
town area.
9. 8,279,260
4. 10,727,320 10/30/29
5/5/30
"As for as I am concerned," he
10,706,970
5/31/62
10.
8,246,740
3/26/29
5.
continued, "I respect the judgement
of the people at the Baruch School. 3. The total miles of major pipeline systems in the United
I made my invitation cordial, and
States is 339,110. All interstate systems:
urgent, but I'm not angry with
Gas .......................... 185,373
anybody because their own judg
Oil ............................ 153,737
ment is that they ought not to

Move Vetoed

come up here and I support their
judgment.
"I think now it's quite clear," he
added, "that no further discussion
is in order on this particular issue."

Total ........................ 339,110
4. Of the 1,140,000 U. S. corporations, fewer than 1,200 are
(Continued on Page 6)
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Analysis of Gallagher�s Proposal
By David Feldheim

The City College finds itself in a squeeze: the
need to enrnll students in the coming years is far
in excess of its capacity to do so.
One solution would be to raise the entrance
requirement to a high school average of ninety
per cent, an almost prohibitive level.
College President Buell G. Gallagher, has pro
posed an entirely different solution, which, in ad
dition to increasing enrollment capacity, would
simultaneously permit the entrance requirement to
be lowered to that of a decade ago, 83 per cent.
There had been concern in the Evening Session
that the proposals as outlined by the president
would bring about some changes in the set-up
and status of the Evening Session student.
In an interview with The Reporter, conducted
for the specific purpose of finding out how Eve
ning Session would be affected, Dr. Gallagher said
that his proposals do not apply directly to Baruch
Evening Session. The E.S. at Baruch will continue
operating as in the past in every respect. Even
Day Session Baruch would not come entirely un
der the effect of the proposals except in the .areas
of greater classroom utilization. The President ex
plained that during the afternoon hours (2-4)
there is a very low percentage of utilization of
available space here. If studies prove the plan
feasible and indicate that it would bring about a
greater utilization of space, the President stated
that BA students may be transfened from the
Uptown Campus to take their courses at the
Baruch School.
In essence the proposals apply to the Uptown
Center and even there mainly to the Day Session,

where the problems of enroJlment capacity are
felt the greatest. Under the proposed system the
regular Day Session program would be extended
until 7 P.M. thereby adding about 3 hours to the
present Day Session time. It is by this additional
time that Dr. Gallagher feels enough additional
classes could be formed to take up the expected
enrollment increase. The Uptown E.vening Session
would also retain its present set-up except that if
space problems are encountered due to the in
creased Day Session hours then outside facilities
may have to be rented much the same as has been
going on at Baruch E.S. for many years.
'The president did point out again, though, that
if the enrollment problem becomes aggTavated in
the Evening Session as well then it may be neces
sary to categorize the E.S. students according to
their goals, e.g., BEA, AAS, etc. then it may be
necessary to eliminate the occasional non-matric
students and so on up the line until the problem
is solved.
It should be pointed out, though, that the pres
ident's speech consisted entirely of proposals,
which does not mean per se that they will be
carried out as stated. All the proposals offered by
Dr. Gallagher are now under careful study by
various committees to see how they can be ex
pedited, whether there are better alternatives and
wl).ether they are feasible.
Although the proposal for the extension of Day
Session is the only one discussed here, there are
additional proposa:ls regarding the effect on the
teaching situation, Saturday sessions and possible
increase in the size of classes to make maximum

use of available space, all of which, on the overall
college scene, play as important a role in the scope
of Dr. GaJJagher's address.
The proposals in, themselves represent a step
forward in the immediate solution to the enroll
ment problem. The City College, as well as the
entire City University, finds themselves con
fronted with the rush of children from the post
war baby boom bang,ing on the doors of the college
begging for admittance. This is further ag
gravated by the steady inflow of new settlers into
the city who are now also demanding the oppor
tunity for higher education. With the continuing
and increasing demands of industry for college
trained persom1el, the role of the colleges is be
coming even greater - including that of City
College. With its avowed purpose to grant tui
tion-free college educations to deserving residents
of our city, facing the future with a steadily in
creasing admissions requirement, is almost a
negative approach. It becomes evident that pro
posals for increasing capacity are the order of the
day. As the schedule for new buildings now stands
the firs.t significant increases that can be ob
tained via new facilities are a Jong way -off. The
first such increases are not expected before the
late 1960's.
The only remaining solution is the increased
use of the present day facilities to their utmost.
In view of the fact that existing set-ups in the
Evening Session, according to the present scope
of proposals, will not change, the President has
seemingly advanced, from the students' point of
vie, a painless solution to a vexing problem.

A Summary of the President's Spee�h
The following is Dr. Gallagher's own summary of his
speech to the CoUege faculty on October -3:

In summary: We must increase our freshman
clas·s from 2450 to 3500 in September 1964, and
keep it at that level for the next five years as our
total baccalaureate enrollment increases from
11,500 to 16,000. To achieve· this purpose, we shall
use several appropriate measures:
a. Use large lecture halls to their capacity
wherever the lecture method is appro
priate, thereby freeing ciassrooms for use
as classrooms rather than as undersized
lecture halls for repetitive lecture s�s
sions;
b. Re-examine in every instance the number
of students in a class or section, retaining
the small section only when it is demanded
for pedagogic reasons, offering necessary
but very small courses in alternate years,
dropping small unnecessary classes which
cannot be consolidated or staggered, mak
ing sure that laboratory sections use a11
the student stations at each scheduled
hour, substituting individual study and
honor work :ror some of the advanced
instruction which now claims classrooms,
and in every imaginatiive way improving
the quality and increasing the quantity of
student learning;
Can we admit 3500 freshmen next faJJ and each
c. Re-evaluate the measurement of the week
ly workload of teachers, considering not year thereafter? The answer is yes. We can do
only the number of weekly contact hours it if we wish.
One principal source of difficulty remains to
but also the number of students taught
and the level and character of the sub be considered. It is not improbable that the pri
ject-matter, resulting in teachers reach mary difficulty standing in the way of the flexi
ing many more students in a reduced num bility which the new educational procedures de
mand is the rigidity and complexity of the estab
ber of weekly teaching hours ;
d. Convert a fraction of the classrooms made lished curriculum.
'According to the Re-port of the Committee to
available through all these devices, for use
Plan for the Future, which I have recently re
as faculty offices;
e. With the educational process more ef ceived, the last basic revision of the curriculum
fectively managed, extend this more ef at this institution took place in 1928 - and that
fective process into more hours per day change was actually only a modification of the
and to another day each week, with en curriculum which had been introduced in 1913.
courao-ement also to students to accelerate The intervening half century has seen a great
their ;rogress by attending the Summer many modifications and adaptations and improve
ments added, with an occasional subtraction. As
Session.
All of these devices, taken together, would a result, half a dozen pages of fine print are re
yield a theoretical fifty per cent increase in capac quired to describe in the college bulletin the in
ity to admit students. Practical. difficulties will tricate pattern of prescribed progress toward a
prevent us from reaching much more than 35% degree. It is probable that Jess rigidity and com
to 40% of this potential; but that is all we need. plexity in curricular requirements would enable

us to correct under-utilization of space in a great
many instances. Indeed, the arduous effort re
quired for the move to the longer day and the
longer week, together with the more effective
management of the educational process, may be
frustrated unless many detailed requirements of
the present curricular rigidities are swept aside.
In preparing for these remarks today, I was
warned that it would· not be wise to mention the
curriculum. I was advised to get on with the job
of increasing enrollment capacity through all oth
er devices, but to leave the curriculum alone. I
was told that I would endanger the success of the
whole effort if I did not let curricular sleeping
dogs lie. I have decided to go contrary to that ad
vice - and for a very good reason.
It may be possible, for the fi.J:st year of our
new patterns, to muddle through. Only the fresh
man class will be larger. But if the curriculum re
mains unchanged in its rigid requirements of dif
ferent sequences and specializations and in other
aspects, we shall find the dearly bought space and
hours will be swallowed up by the unreasonably
complex and rigid requirements distributing stu
dents to fit curricular patterns. Therefore, by the
second year we will need to be ready to introduce
fairly general curricular changes - or else we
should decide now not to embark upon the ven
ture at all. Twenty-twenty hindsight is always
available. Just this on�e, let us be foresighted.
I realize that in refusing to take well-meant
advice, and in mentioning the sacred cow of the
curriculum, I run a tangible risk. College faculties
are alleged to be among the most conservative
bodies on earth. It is easier to get a change in the
Filibuster rule of the United States Senate than
to get a fundamental reconsideration of a college
curriculum by a tenured faculty made up of many
men with extended years of service. It is easier
to get agreement out of a Ladies Aid Society or
an Hadassah than out of the quarreling depart
ments of a college faculty, with their interdepart
mental rivalries and their departmental vested
interests. Any colJege president knows, vicariously
or from bitter experience, that he suggests radical
curricular change at the peril of his position - or
at least of his equanimity. But anyone who has
observed the pains of students at registration
time with the closed section compounded by the
rigid curricular requirement for that particular
section, must assume that he should speal{ in be(Continued on Page 6)
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President's Message
(Continued from Page 5)

half of the student at this poi11t. After all, the
whole purpose of the college is to serve the educa
tional needs of students.
We can make a start with the whole program
next September; but we cannot continue or con
clude the process without substantial modif�ca
tion in curricular patterns. By September 1965,
the new curriculum must be·in effect.
The new impact of all these developments will,
of course, not be felt all at once. We shall be
admitting 3500 'freshmen instead of 2450; and
over the five year period we shall grow from
11,500 bachelor's candidates to 16,000. But the
impact in any one year will be decreasingly severe,
after the first shock of adjustment. And with the
simplifying of curricular intricacies, the whole
process will be much more easily and effectively
carried through.
Indeed, if we rightly seize this moment of dif
ficulty, it can turn out to be a great moment of
opportunity, leading to a new birth of freedom
and a new level of excellence.
I therefore commend to you, for your serious
and thoughtful study, the several measures which
I have placed before you in outline form. None of
them can be decided in detail within a fortnight; ·
but all of them must be decided in principle within
that time. The detailed working oqt of each such
decision will occupy our planning energies during
the academic year, and the successive phases of
the transition will both disturb and encourage us
for the next four years.
In the end, we sha.Jl measure ourselves and be
measured by others on only one standard: in the
fateful hour of decision, did we summon all our
intelligence, all our good will, all our hopes and
prayers, and commit ourselves and our resources
to the service of youth in the defense of democ
racy and the pursuit of excellence?

Gallagher

(Continued from Page 1)
gram is for the benefit of those in
structors who are currently lectur
ing many small classes and who
might aceomplish mo1·e by giving
the same lecture less frequently to
larger classes."
Faculty response to the proposed
curriculum changes has been 100%
favorable. Work on these changes
is presently progressing, within
various curriculum committees. Re
sults from these committees will be
reported as soon as they are re
ceived.
· Much conce.rn has been expressed
over the possible effect of the re
vised eleven-hour school clay on the
Evening Session student. Dr. Gal
lagher pointed out that classes for
matriculated students would extend
from 8:00 A.M. to whatever time
was necessary to accommodate all
degree candidates. The revised fac
ulty schedules required by such a
program would put the full time
faculty at the service of the Eve
ning Session degree student.
Great consideration will also be
given to those students attempting
to qualify for matriculation, since
it is these students to whom the
doors of the college have been
closed clue to the unnecessarily
high scholastic i·equirements. that

-

gro'w n

have
out of space limitations
during the past decade.
When asked if he was not pulling
out political chestnuts with his
program, the President replied that
the expansion program of the past
decade was only partially realized.
While this is not the fault of the
colleges, "We simply must look to
the needs of the children."

Several questions were raised re
garding a possible change of loca
tion for the Baruch School. Dr.
Gallagher indicated that further in
formation on this point would be
forthcoming after a hearing at the
office of the City Planning Com
mittee on November 1, which will
be attended by Dean Emanuel Saxe
and himself.

THE. SAFE WAY to stay alert
without. harmful stimulants

NoDoz keeps you mentally
alert with the sanie safe re
fresher found in coffee and
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster
handier, more reliable. Abso�
lutely not habit-forming.

Next time monotony makes
you feel drowsy while driving,
working or studying, do as
millions do •..perk up with
safe, effective NoDoz tablets.

GThe Reporter wishes to Session newspaper, in the preparaacknowledge with thanks the as- tion of this material.)
·.
sistance of The Ticker, the Day I

Wirth Noting ...
(Continued from Page 2)

cannot deny that Mr. Louis was a superb 'athlete, 1a true
gentleman, and an unfortunate victim of bad judgment. His
place in the contemporary American scene entitles him to a
high degree of respect and his conduct through his too-well
publicized financial and marital difficulties have earned for
him a dignity which few of his co]jeagues have attained. Last
week, on the Jack Paar Show, the irrepressible Pearl Bailey
(an entertainer who otherwise has my unabashed affection
and admiration) managed to induce the Brown Bomber to
participate in a rather boisterous and tasteless song-and
dance routine. Mr. Louis is anything but a performer, and it
is a discredit to our nation that he should have been forced
to resort to such side-show exhibitionism. It is to the discredit
of Miss Bailey and Mr. Paar that they could not have found
more suitable means of exploiting Mr. Louis's reputation.
And it is to the eternal credit of Joe Louis that despite the
indignity, the image of The Champion has not diminished
one whit in the public eye.

(Continued from Pa·ge 4)

listed on the New York Stock Exchange; however, these
companies
a) Employ about a fifth of the civilian labor force.
b) and about 30% of the total capital invested by all
corporations.
5. Margin Rate, the highest, and lowest in history of the
major exchanges in the U.S.A., are:
January 21, 1946
100%
· November 1, 1937
40%
50%
Today
(Margin: The amount paid by the customer when he
uses credit to buy a security the balance being advanced
by the broker. Under Federal Reserve regulations.)

B & B's Historical Dates

1. May 17, 1792: Original brokers' agreement subscribed
to by 24 brokeTS.
2. March 8, 1817: Constitution and the name "New York
Stock Exchange Board" adopted.
3. March 16, 1930: Dullest day in'the history of the Stock
Exchange - 31 shares traded.
4. Jan. 29, 1863: Name changed to "New York Stock Ex'
change."
5. Nov. 15, 1867: Stock ticker first introduced and de
veloped by E. A. Calahan, an employee of the N.Y.S.E.

Pardon me if I sound as if the
executive position I've landed
deals with the whole future of
the world.

It does.
Certainly, there's no organization today conduct
ing more vital business than the business of the
United States Air Force.And very few organiza
tions that give a college graduate greater oppor
tunities for responsibility and growth.
As an Air Force officer, you'll be a leader on the
Aerospace Team-with good pay, a 3O-day paid
vacation each year, educational opportunities.
How can you get started? For many, the best way
is through Air Force ROTC. But if you missed out
on AFROTC, or if there's no unit on your campus,
you can still apply for Air Force Officer Training
School. This three-month course leads to a com
mission as a second lieutenant in the United
States Air Force.
For more information about Air Force OTS ' see
your local Air Force representative.

U.S. Air Force

j
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CARVER CLUB
and (![uestion and answer period.
ACCOU TING SOCIE
TY
TheAccounti ng Society will hold The George Washin gton Carver The rest of the evening will be
its next meeting on Monday, Oc- Club wil l present its first annual devoted to dan cing and general
A special evening when guests are coming - an evening tobe r 28th at 10:00 p.m. in the Costum e Ball on Fr iday, October socializi ng.
Marble Lounge, Room 205, of the 25, at 8:30 p. m. in the Oak Lounge
EWMA CLUB
that whispers elegance ...
Th e N ewman Club will hold its
The dress could be a simple princess style, sleeveless, Studen t Center. The Tax Sub- of the Student Cente r.
Commit tee will also meet that eve- Th e theme of this affair isHal ne xt meeti ng on Friday, October
with a belted back and Jong, oval neckline, set off with two
nin g at 8:45 p.m. Anyone i nterest- loween, and in keepi ng ·with the 25 at 8:15 p. m. Mr. F.Lockwood,
strands of pearls.
spirit of the holiday, everyone at- the guest for the e vening, will
ed is invited to att end.
Main Course:
Th menu might be:
tending should come i n costu me. spe ak o n "Courtship and Mar
AGORA HELLENIC
ersons not wishing to wear a riage." After th e lecture , there will
P
Cocktails:
Venison Roast with mint jelly
On October 25 the Agora He !costum
e are reques ted to wear a be a n ope n discussion , followed by
Stuffed baked potatoes
lenic Society will have a general
Manhattan, Martinis.
l
a
a social an d free refreshments.
m
ti
o
M ed veg� bles�
.
e
;f�;��fh;�!s::::�u:�� Anyone interested is invited to at 
�;;�
:t�
t
t
�
Assorted Hors d'Oeuvres:
;e�� ��J;e tf� w��h �1!�!
erve Wl t rose wme or
Three prizes will be awarded for tend. The meetin g ,vi]l be held i n
b
e
d
i
scuss
e
d
for
th
e
annual
soPate de foie gras finger
champagne.
cial and e lection s ,vill be held. R e- the most orig inal, most bizane and the Marbl e Lounge, Room 205, of
t he Stud en t C en ter.
sandwiches.
Dessert:
freshments wil l be served at the t he m ost humorous costume.
PLAYRADS
THE DANTE SOCIETY
Swedish meat balls.
en d of this meeting.
Crepes Suzette
At its next regular meeting on
Th
e Dante Society, which has
Coffee
BANK! G AND FINA CING
Appetizer:
been dormant in the past few years, Monday, October 28th. Play
SOCIETY
Assorted Mint Cakes and
has been activated in both social rads, the official Evening Session
Steamed clams.
Anyon e inte rested in be com ing and cultural even ts.Th e organiza- Drama Society, will present an
Rum Cairns
Serve with white wine.
a
m
ember of the Banking an d
tion meeting will be held Friday, oth er in its series of great movies
Demi-tasse
Financin g Society should contact October 25 at 8:00 p.m. in Room of the si lent film era. For those
Soup:
Serve with brandy or
eporter,
c �
eC:
411 of the Student Center. Ital ian who have never attended one of
��
Lobster bisque in sherry
liqueurs.
m :i e J;t:il!.
style refreshments wi ll be served. these films, they are newly re
If you are in any way interested leased excerpts comp lete with nar
CAMERA CLUB
The table is covered with an exquisite white linen doth;
Club President Prince Dav id, in Italian Culture and tradition, ration. 'This week's film will b e
the flatware is the finest silver.In the center of the table,
n Room 313 of the "Th e Tempest,"
starring J o)-m
e
d
surrounded by silver condiment dishes, is a graceful silver ���:�:��:
:;�:� 1�a��i
§i:fe:t6��\!r'.
Barry more.Th e meeting will start
0
candelabra.
at 10:00 p.m. in the Oak Loung e,
asse mble this Thursday, October
HILLEL
The dinner is served on Rosenthal china with a gold 24, in Roo m 402 of the Student The next meeting of Hillel will with the film starti ng soon there
after.
border which matches the crystal water goblets and wine �;; te� T�i: r"'i� fe1 tf t� vf!1�; be held on Thursday, October 24, Work will
continue on " Show
i
ir
e
e
f
t
t e
2
at
glasses. On the walls are masterpieces by Renoir, Picasso Ebo
(
ny Magazi ne ) who graciousl y
e':;�nf �; �he evenin g time" a t th e Playrads Workshop
and Rembrandt, all of which are looking down in approval posed for a score of eager shutter- will b e a discussion on the J ews this Friday night at 7:30 p.m. in
(with the exception of the Picasso which is looking down bugs at last week's gathering.
an d N egroes in Am erica. The dis room 4-S. Students who are inter
SocialDire ctorAn dy N iemie re - cussi on will be led by Mr. Marvin ested i n any 'phase of the theatre
and up with its three eyes). The room has an aura of elegance
port s that some equall y stimulat- K arpotkin, th e guest sp eaker for are rem inded 'that ' the workshops
which was created by ...you.
ing photographic adventures, i n- the e vening · It will begin at are the place to: put their talents
to work.
Your versatility will please your guests; your ingenuity eluding weekend camping trips, are 9:00 p.m.
The evening's program will com Everyone is cordial ly i nvited to
will please yourself.For what your guests will not know is planned for the future .
att
end both the ,yo1·kshop and the
that the entire dinner came out of cans; all of the dinner This week's program i,ncludes a mence at.8:00 p.m. with the sem
sho\vin g and critique of color slides. inar on "Ethics of the Fathers," regular meeting.
service, including the silver candelabra and the linen table A
SAM
ll those
ed_ _by
nte_ e· s_ te_ _d -_
_ _M_r _.· _K_ a_rp_ot_ki_ n_ '_s _ ta
_ lk
_
_ ar_e _ il_1v_it_ e_d _. _ f_ol_ lo_ �_v
cloth, wel'e rented. Even the masterpieces came by wa, y of _ _ _ _ _ _ _1_· _ 1_
The Society for the Advan ce
the hire service.
ment of Management will hold i ts
next meeting on Monday, Octobe11
There are many canned gourmet foods available for your
28, from 9 to 11 p.m. The theme
selectiop. and with which to show your versatility.
(Continued from Page 1)
change for the library staff but will be "DataProcessing and Man
For the next '(special evening" start with Wild Duck changes tn the payment periods. involved a change for the Audio- agement." Speakers from both the
Accounting .Depart
ment and th e
e
Consom.me �with Sherry; follow with Guinea Hen with wild Instead, the change-is o�ly issued
Vi�::1 �i�!��: ;;��aled that pay Management Departm en t ,vii] be
rice, or Partridge, Duck, Goose, etc.For dessert, serve Baba to the Uptown Campus
and posted day is the Friday closest to .the present. This is in keeping with
au Rhum.
on their bulletin board.
15th of the month. "This," he said, SAM's new poli cy of exploring
The evening that whispers of elegance has been achieved
Purvis " may account for the apparent other specialization areas with.in
Both Mr. Oxley and Mr.
late payment." He continued: " In the managerial scope.
l
ro
nt
stated that they had no co
with the help of a can opener and a rental service.
over the t ime an d method of pay- addition, since this i s the first pay
How clever of you !
m ent. Their responsibility is to day of the semester, there might
(Names and addresses of services, Gourmet food shops, etc. on initially process an d submit the ' have b een some delay because of
request. Send stamp'ed, se_lf-addressed envelope to "Co-Ed Corner," students' time cards to the Pay- the new names on the payroll.
(Continue d from Page 8)
Box 9D, City CoUege, 17 Lexington Avenue, New York 10).
roll Department. "We have done Since the 15th of the month fell Molko scored his firs t varsity goal .
all we can to see. that the cards on a W ednesday, t he 18 th is, the On a corner kick by Tony Nego
are sent to thePaprollDepartment nearest Friday. N ext month the vetti, Cliff Soas headed the ball
on time," added Mr.Purvis, " but it 15th is on a Friday and,I am sure, only to have it hit the cross-bar
is out of our hands. On the aver- the student aids will be paid on an bounce out. Molko following up
age, checks are late from one day that date. Last year, for example, the play booted the ball in from
to one week.The soluti on is in the on the date of the first pay1:0ll, the close range.
hands of the Payroll D epartment. old employees were paid a week
But again i nstead of a' goal fir
That is the only place wh ere it can late.This was primarily due to the ing up City, it was Adelphi that
unfamiliarity of the payroll staff responded. Ponce's l ead pass to the
come from."
In a conversation wi th Mr. Eib- with the new names."
mi ddle foundDodos all alone and he
Students are i nformed that their caught the uppe r l eft corner with
erson , assistant librari an at the
Baruch School, Th e Reporter checks are available- by a phon e his eleventh goal of the season and
lear ned some of the possi ble rea- cal l to the various departments by the 36th of his two-year career.
sons for lat e payment. " In the the telephone operator.The student Wi th a minute and a half to play;
past," said Mr. Eiberson, "Audio- aids feel that this i s a haphazard Ponce was l eft unguarded i n front
Visual payrolls came through dif- way, while Mr.Eib erson said that of the net.Taking a corner pass he
feren t channels. This meant no all they have to do is to stop in scored from five yards.
ay day and
�;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;� ;! th:
.Ci ty played the game minus cen
ck p �1�;;��1�h;�kS:
ter-halfback N eville Parke r. Park
The City Col lege pays the stu
er injure d his a nkle in the Brook
dent aid s through funds paid by lyn gam e and still can't run on it.
fees. They must r ec eive a time R eserve forward Jim Carmecolias
sheet in order to determine the also injured against Brooklyn did
amount of wages each student' aid
not play.His arm is still in a sling.
1·e ceives. The checks have to be The final score was the same as
processed, calculated and checked. last year.Adelphi is finally get ting
This i s why there is abou t a two revenge after being· shutout six
week interva l after submission of yea.rs in a row by City.
th e time sheets. The C ity College
Adelphi
City CoUege
sets the pay rate of the student Kopczuk
G
Politi
RFB
Birdsall
M. Couret
aids and informed sources state Lang
LFB
Akian
that certain changes are bein g re Pesce
RHB
Pensec
Smith
CHB
Sieberg
viewed.
Birson
LHB
Fox

By Miriam Gross\virth
A SPECIAL EVENING'''

���!

�?i��'

t��1

�ril

Ji: !:�

1

Student· Aids Protest,

Rooters Lose.,I

Aren't You

You

Glad

Eat at the

ALADIN
Don't You Wish

Everyone
Did

(Next Door to CCNY)

1-======================================-!

When?

NOV. 9

.______________,,

Sterkakos
OR
Negovetti
Dodos
IR
Catalanotto
\Vimmers
CF
Soas
Ponce
IL
E. Couret
Pick
OL
Zaiderman
City College
0 0 1 1-2
1 0 2 2-5
Adelphi
Substitutes: City - Po1npino1 Shelton,
Molko, Cassina, Mandel, Sternthal. Adel
phi - Kolem. Frazer, DePasquale, Fish
man, Vaborian, Stefanik, Krell.
Scoring:
First period:
Dodos (A) (Pensec)
18:08
Second period:
None
Third period:
Sieberg (C) (penalty shot)
8:34
Ponce (A) (Frazer)
17:56
Ponce (A) (Kolem)
19:22
Fourth period:
Molko (C) (Soas)
12:51
Dodos (A) (Ponce)
15:56
20:47
Ponce (A) (Dodos)
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City Beale� by Adelphi, 5-2, Return

of Ron Epstein
Bolst�rs Evening Five

For First CO nference Loss
1

By Burt Beagle

The return of Ron Epstein, fqrmer high-scoring back
court player, highlighted the Baruch Even:ing Session practice
session last Friday night, in Hansen Hall.
Epstein, a 5-10, 180-pounder,@•----------=-played four ye ars for the Evening
a
a
te
���:s �1r ;::eg�� 1��� t\1
In his last season 1960-61, Ronnie
led the .Evening team to its most
successful season. The team posted
a 9-1 record with Ronnie pacing
the team with a 19.9 scoring average and better th an six assists
per game.
Ronnie holds several scoring rec
ords for the Evening team. Among
them are best average for a season

Scoring t�ice in the final1 seven minutes of both the third and fourth quarters, Adelphi
College. dealt City its first loss of the season by a 5-2 score in a Metropolitan Soccer Conference game at the winner' s Stiles Field, last Saturday.
·
The victory moved Adelphi into •
fi�·st place in the leagu_e wit)1 three the ' second quarter, both shots
l'tIET�OPOLITAN WN[EfEt1i�
GA
wms and a . total. of six _ P01?,tS. !t going high over the goal.
Adelphi
3 o o 6 17 6
was also 1ts fifth Wln m s_ ix
Adelphi also had two good op- if�t
�
�
g :
starts. The Panthers are settmg portunities·in the second period but City College
1 l o 2
3
5
1 1 0 2 6 2
their sights on their ,first league two "o-ood saves by· sophomore Queens
�:�t�1;';int
title since entering the conference
� � g � � 1�
Ft. Schuyler
o 4 o o 4 25
in 1955.
Today's game:
City, whic h opened its season
e
with two victories, is now 1-1 in
��: ,�:Y�! �a1:;;es:
the league. With City losing, only
Kinilu!o;n�.:t.) City (Lewisohn Sta.Adelphi and Pratt are left without
Adelphi at Brooklyn
a league loss. Th e title could be
Last Week's Results:
1
2
decided on the final day of play r:-Af ��:r&.i!\�f1ge
LIU 4, Brooklyn 2
November 16 - when Adelphi
meets Pr att and City faces LIU.
Although Adelphi , wound up
day, half a dozen of them on the
three goals to the good, the final
spect acular side.
score didn't indicate the evenness
City's aggressive play at the
of the two teams throughout most
start of the third period paid off.
of the game. .City held · a decided
The Beavers continually kept the
edge in the second quarter except
play deep in Panther t.erritory.
that their shooting was off t arget·.
Soas finally managed to break into
At the half Adelphi led 1-0 on a ,
the clear ,in front of the goaJ, but
goal by Constantine Dodos, its all
was fouled. Tom Sieberg took the
time goal scorer. Taking a pass
style of play Ronnie used to set
penalty kick and scored just under
from halfback Herve Pensec, Dodos
the pace of the gaI11e, His ability
the crossbar to tie the score at
found the left corner from ten
to hit the open man on the fast
8:34.
yards. The time was 18:08 of fh-st
break as well as his quick-hands
The .constant pressure seemed to
quarteT.
and ball-stealing tactics', should
take something out of City after
Cliff Soas missed two good scor
prove valuable. This phase of the
the goal and Adelphi began to force
ing chances just minutes before the
Tom Sieberg
game was lacking the past two sea
the action. Alej andro Ponce put the
goal. One shot went wide to the
sons with Ronnie away.
h a
a
foiled
Walter
Kopczuk
go
t
a
h
lie.
e
went
right and a close in head shot
Another feature of the practice
s��� i�; tt/{ef\\��:;_t
over the nets. Julio Pompino and attempts. The two were part of the
was tbe play of center Tony Fa!-.
Eighty-six seconds later Ponce
Izzy Zaiderman missed for City in 20 saves Kopczuk made for the scored again. Ephram Kolem passed
cone.
Tl\e 6-3, 225-pounder is in
the best shape since. he joined the
----------------------- - to Ponce who was clear in front of
team
two years ago. Falcone is
the go al. Ponce's point-blank kicl<
Ronnie Epstein
counted upon to be the number one
deflected off Kopczuk's hands to
rebounder this season.
the ieft corner.
At the conclusion of the practice,
City m ade it 3-2 midway in the (22.5); most points in a single game
fourth qua,rter as sophomore Bob (32), ·and most field goals in a Coach Wolfe dropped seven candi
game (15).
dates leaving him with 20 players.
(Continued on Page 7)
Ronnie almost completed h is Those dropped are: Jan Goldstein,
AAS ·work in June of 1961. He Joe Lomnick, John Lomnick, Ron
Howie Friedman; the ace lefthander for the City pitching
intended
to complete it in the fall, ald Rodriguez, ,Irving Taylor,
Baltia
to
signed
been
has
seasons,
three
past
the
for
staff
but two weeks before i-egistration, George Teitelbaum and Albert
more Orioles contract by local scout Ray Garland.
he
received
his draft notice.
Wolob arsky.
• - ------- -He is to report to,the Orioles'<' >- I TZ"
Ronnie spei1t foe next two years
minor league training cam'p at
working as an accounting specialist
Thomasville, Georgia on March 11.
in Ai;lington Hall, Virginia. He
.City's soccer team will be in ac- found time to 'play with the local
He is currently assigned to the
tion twice this week. Tomon-ciw the post team whic,h played two nights
Appleton (Wisconsin) team of the
travels
team
to Connecticut to meet a w eek. Amoi:ig his teammates were
Class A Mi(lwest League.
the University of Bridgeport. S at- Lem1y Wilkens of the St. Louis
Friedman, who majored in Phys
urday the team hosts the United Hawks; Jim "Mudcat" Grant,
WOSTL OLYMPIAN
ical Education, is currently work
St ates Merchant Marine Academy Cleveland Indians pitcher; Dick
ing as a student teacher at De
Wolfgang Wost!, who starred for
at 2 P.M. in Lewisohn Stadium.
Witt Clinton High School.
Lucas, former Buffalo Bills quar- the .City soccer team during the
Bridgeport has also always been terback and Herbie Lee of Indian a. 1954-55-56 se asons, has been se
During his three-years Fried
one of the top teams in the coun- Washington Redskins halfhack lected for the United' States Olym
man won six g ames. Th at isn't
It has m ade the NCAA na- Bobby Mitchell also was there, but pie, team which will compete in
try.
much by cunent st anda,rds, but the
tional playoffs three times in the he didn't participate in baskhball. Tokyo next year.
College won only eleven games du·r
past
six years.
ing that span. As a sophomore his
Wost!, an inside-right, was
Last year at Lewisohn St adium
In Good Shape
first victory for the .College was a
picked for the all-league team three
Bridgeport
won 2-1. They also beat
7-0 shutout of Fordh am. H.e had a
The ch ance to pl ay ball in the straight years. He sco1:ed over 20
City in l96l, 5-1. It Iost in the Army. put Ronnie into the best goals during �1is career.
2.96 ERA th at season, allowing
national semi-finals that year.
but 19 runs in 58 innings.
He scored the only goal of the
shape sinc e his high school days at
Kings Point has always been a New Utrecht. Playing just one game as City beat Brooklyn 1-0 to
In his junior year he established
tough opponent for City, although night , a week for the E.vening win the Met Conf,erence champion
a single game strikeout r ecord for
the 'Beavers usually came out on team, Ronnie just couldn't get in ship in 1954. He scored the win
the College when he fanned 17. b at
the long end of the score. Last year proper condition.
ters against Hofstra. He str�ck
ning goal against Army in 1955 as
was an exception. The Mariners
out 46 men in 40 innings. He won
Coach George Wolfe is looking City had its first undefeated sea
won 5-1 and wound up with a 5-3 for Ronnie to again be the ste ady- son.
the only two g ames City won in
·
league record. They finished fourth. ing influence on the court. With his
1962.
In the NCAA _playoffs in 1956
Howie Friedmlln
The visitors have a 1-2 record in
Last season Friedman had a 3-2
against Springfield h e scored one
eague play. They have lost to two
l
r
e
form
of
list
the
joins
Friedman
record and a 2.50 ERA. A good h it
goal and assisted on a second as
1
ter Friedman batted .353 ,one sea Beaver stars who have gone into 'of the conference's better teams C_t1 y' 1 0 st 3_2 _
son. He won his own game against professional baseball in the past LIU and Pratt, by 6-1 arid 3-1
Iona last year with a ,grand-slam ten years. Among them are pitcher scores,-respectively. Theh- lone vieFROSH LOSE
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Warren Neub erger, who pitched tory was over Ft. Schuyler by a 6-1
home run.
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Giving up at !'east one goal in
Scout Garland, who signed Whitey City to its only Met championship, ma1·gin. They also have beaten
I
6-1.
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every period, City's freshman socNCAA AllFord, when he worked for the Yan in 1953, and m ade
cer team dropped its second
City goes into the Bridgeport
kees ye ars ago, followed Fried Americ an team; Ted Soloman, ,allstraight game by a 5-1 score to the
man's pitching efforts l ast spring. state first baseman and league bat- game with center-halfb ack Neville
Adelphi freshmen, at Stiles Field,
He liked Howie's attitude and style. ting ch ampion in 1953; Larry Cut- Parker a question mark. Injured
Garden City, last Saturd ay.
"He's not blazing fast - sort of !er, all-league second baseman and against �\rooklyn, the �II-state
game.
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t
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City's only goal came in the third
ampion;
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c
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period by Constatinos M arinos. He
ball. He has to work on a change Ozzie B aritz, all-league center- ·u Parker cannot play, right fullaller
h
anot
now
Sieberg,
has three goals in two gaµies.
Tom
back
DickGeorge
infielder
fielder;
more
gain
nd
a
up and his control
This S atq,rday the freshmen meet
confidence. I consider Friedman a stein and pitcher Al DiBernardo, state selection, will fill in. Marcel
fullat
Sieberg
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e
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Columbia
will
freshmen at ColumCouret
last
team
baseball
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o
h
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c
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a
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back.
season.
, ,_____________, bia. Game time is 10 :30.
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